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Abstract

Although solar geoengineering (alternatively ‘solar radiation management’ or ‘solar radiation modification’) appears to offer a potentially effective, inexpensive, and technologically feasible additional response to climate change, it would pose serious physical risks and social challenges. Governance of its research, development, and deployment is thus salient. This article reviews proposals for governing solar geoengineering. Its research may warrant dedicated governance to facilitate effectiveness and to reduce direct and socially mediated risks. Because states are not substantially engaging with solar geoengineering, nonstate actors can play important governance roles. Although the concern that solar geoengineering would harmfully lessen abatement of greenhouse gas emissions is widespread, what can be done to reduce such displacement remains unclear. A moratorium on outdoor activities that would surpass certain scales is often endorsed, but an effective one would require resolving some critical, difficult details. In the long term, how to legitimately make decision regarding whether, when, and how solar geoengineering would be used is central, and suggestions how to do so diverge. Most proposals to govern commercial actors, who could provide goods and services for solar geoengineering, focus on intellectual property policy. Compensation for possible harm from outdoor activities could be through liability or a compensation fund. The review closes with suggested lines of future inquiry.
1. Introduction

In 2015, the world’s countries resolved in the Paris Agreement to keep ‘the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels’ and to pursue efforts to limit warming to 1.5°C. Despite this ambition, staying within the 2°C limit appears extremely unlikely; the 1.5°C one nearly impossible. The current round of pledges under the Paris Agreement – if all states fulfil them – could keep warming to within perhaps 2.7°C by the end of this century [1]. To have a 2/3 chance of meeting the 2°C and 1.5°C limits, greenhouse gas emissions would henceforth need to linearly reduce to zero emissions in approximately 45 and 25 years, respectively [2, 3]. Yet global emissions keep increasing, on average 1.7% annually since the first international climate agreement, the 1992 UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) [4]. In principle, this requisite rapid decarbonization could be delayed if later compensated through net negative emissions that would be achieved via carbon dioxide removal (CDR) technologies, but these technologies’ technical feasibility, costs, and environmental and social impacts at such large scales remain uncertain. Even then, climate change would exceed the targets during the ‘overshoot’, with concomitant impacts.

Given this situation, some scientists and others are increasingly considering a more radical response. ‘Solar geoengineering’ (sometimes called ‘solar radiation management’, ‘solar radiation modification’, or ‘solar climate engineering’) is a set of proposed technologies to intentionally alter the Earth’s radiative balance through means other than changing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases [5, 6]. Most proposals would reflect or block a small portion of incoming solar radiation. Current evidence indicates that some suggested solar geoengineering techniques could reduce climate change and its associated risks effectively, globally, rapidly, reversibly, and inexpensively. They also seem be technologically feasible. At the same time, they would pose multiple serious physical risks and social challenges. Nevertheless, solar geoengineering may be necessary to stay within internationally-agreed upon warming limits.

The governance of solar geoengineering has been a central question in scholarly, policy, and popular discourses. A seminal report from the Royal Society concluded that ‘The greatest challenges to the successful deployment of geoengineering may be the social, ethical, legal and political issues associated with regulation, rather than scientific and technical issues’ [7]. Many academics and others have offered diverse possible governance mechanisms.
This article reviews proposals for how solar geoengineering should be governed. These span multiple axes: the actors to be governed and to do the governing; governing instruments’ form; the breadth of activities, opportunities, and risks and challenges addressed; and the envisioned depth of actors’ commitments regarding the activities they would undertake, encourage, discourage, and prohibit. The resulting conceptual landscape is multidimensional, and the article’s sections consequently overlap somewhat in scope. The next section introduces solar geoengineering’s methods; how they might relate to other responses to climate change; and their apparent effectiveness, physical risks, and possible social challenges. Section 3 offers a foundation for governance discussions, including a brief history of the early discourse, central issues, relevant problems structures, and extant governance mechanisms. Section 4 explores the governance of solar geoengineering research, and Section 5 thereafter focuses on governance by nonstate actors. Section 6 considers responses to perhaps the most common concern: that emissions abatement would be lessened in the face of solar geoengineering. Possible moratoria on solar geoengineering activities are next reviewed in Section 7. Decision-making regarding deployment – which may be governance’s central question – is tackled next. The last two substantive sections summarize proposals to manage private actors – especially commercial ones – in solar geoengineering research, development, and implementation, and possible compensation and liability for harm. The article concludes with a handful of recommended avenues of future inquiry.

Because the article’s scope must be constrained, there are numerous salient questions that are not addressed here. What values should guide governance [8, 9], and how should proposals be assessed [10]? Given solar geoengineering’s expected global impacts, with what standards of legitimacy – that is, the quality of being worthy of acceptance and support – should its governance comport [11, 12]? How can the governance of solar geoengineering be conceptually theorized in ways that might be informative to conceptions of governance more generally [13, 14]? What are the proper roles of expertise and knowledge [15, 16]? What about perceptions [17], politics [18], and power [19]? I encourage interested readers to explore them elsewhere.
2. Solar geoengineering

Solar geoengineering would intentionally alter the Earth’s radiative balance, and most proposed methods would do so by increasing its albedo. The leading one would mimic the cooling effect of large volcanic eruptions, whose residual atmospheric ash particles and sulfuric acid droplets scatter and reflect some incoming sunlight (see Figure 1). Humans could inject an aerosol or precursor thereof into the stratosphere, where it would remain aloft for months due to the lack of precipitation. A common suggested substance for injection is sulphur due to volcanic evidence, but others are under consideration. The recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report on 1.5°C global warming concludes ‘with high agreement that [this stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI)] could limit warming to below 1.5°C’ [2]. Models indeed consistently indicate that its judicious use could reduce both the temperature and precipitation anomalies at regional and sub-regional scales [20, 21]. Estimates of the direct financial costs of SAI’s implementation are approximately USD 2 to 10 billion annually [22-24]. (For comparison, the costs of climate change damages and aggressive mitigation might each be a couple trillion USD annually [25].)

![Figure 1 here](image)

**Figure 1.** Stratospheric aerosol injection is inspired and, to a degree, demonstrated by volcanoes. The June 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo (The Philippines) cooled the planet by approximately 0.6°C during the next 15 months, albeit heterogeneously. The figure shows the temperature anomaly in the December, January, and February following the eruption [26].

Another proposed solar geoengineering method would aim to increase the albedo of relatively dark stratocumulus clouds [27, 28]. Because clouds composed of a greater number of smaller water droplets are brighter, they could be brightened by introducing more cloud condensation nuclei into the lower atmosphere. If seawater were spayed upwards as a fine mist, then after its evaporation, some salt particles would stay suspended. Although marine cloud brightening (MCB) may be able to compensate for approximately 1°C of global warming, there remains substantial uncertainty in this capacity, and its effects would necessarily be spatially heterogeneous. MCB’s deployment costs are poorly characterized but might be around USD 10 billion annually [5]. Figure 2 shows ship tracks, which provide evidence of MCB, and a possible delivery vehicle.
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Reynolds
Solar geoengineering research to date is modest. It received about USD 8 million in each of 2017 and 2018 [32], in comparison to the approximately USD 3.5 billion spent annually on climate change research in the United States alone [33]. Almost all work to date uses models and, to a lesser extent, natural analogues. Depending on how one classifies them, there may have been two outdoor solar geoengineering experiments [34, 35]. A few are at various stages of planning, and others are possible [36]. For example, a Harvard-based group intends to inject small quantities of various materials into the stratosphere to assess impacts on atmospheric chemistry [37].

The climate would respond differently to albedo-increasing solar geoengineering (that is, methods other than CCT) than to emissions abatement or CDR. For one thing, greenhouse gases absorb outgoing longwave radiation at all times and latitudes, whereas incoming sunlight is reflected in proportion to solar irradiance, which is this greatest during the summer, at midday, and at low latitudes. To a some degree, this imperfection could be moderated through seasonal and latitudinal control [38]. Furthermore, albedo-increasing solar geoengineering would lessen the hydrological cycle’s intensity. For these reasons and others, solar geoengineering should complement – not substitute for – emissions abatement, CDR, and adaptation.
Another way in which the climate would respond differently to solar geoengineering is that the effects would manifest relatively rapidly – on a timescale of months – and would be reversible on a similar timescale. In contrast, the avoided climate change from emissions abatement and CDR is delayed by decades due to the time required for the Earth to reach a new thermal equilibrium. This indicates that solar geoengineering could be used to manage short-term climate change risks from extant emissions in ways that emissions abatement and CDR cannot [39] and could be a valuable complement to other responses [40, 41]. For example, solar geoengineering could be used either as a temporary means to slow climate change [21] and/or to limit warming as atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations ‘overshoot’ the levels associated with warming targets [42]. Figure 3 displays how the four primary responses to climate change – emissions abatement, CDR, solar geoengineering, and adaptation – could complementarily reduce impacts on humans and the environment.

Figure 3. Ideal complementary roles of responses to climate change. The vertical Y axis represents three different but roughly proportional variables. Emissions abatement is slow and cannot reduce greenhouse gas concentrations over time. CDR is also slow but can reduce them over time. Solar geoengineering would not affect greenhouse gas concentrations but could rapidly reduce climate change, such as by ‘shaving the peak’ of dangerous climate change. Adaptation does not affect climate change but can reduce impacts. Author’s rendition based on John Shepherd’s ‘napkin diagram’ [41].

Solar geoengineering would pose physical risks. As described above, it would imperfectly compensate climate change, causing residual regional temperature and especially precipitation anomalies. SAI could slow the recovery of stratospheric ozone [43], although some materials might not or could even help restore ozone [44]. Injecting sulphur would contribute to acid rain, but this would likely be insignificant [45]. Long-term oscillations of natural climate-relevant systems, for example, El Niño, might be affected [46]. Other, unexpected environmental impacts cannot be ruled out. Because solar geoengineering would not directly lower elevated atmospheric CO$_2$ concentration, it would not prevent ocean acidification [47].

Solar geoengineering would be accompanied by multiple diverse social challenges. The IPCC Special Report on 1.5°C global warming concludes that

Uncertainties surrounding solar radiation modification (SRM) measures constrain their potential deployment. These uncertainties include… a weak capacity to govern,
legitimize, and scale such measures…. Even in the uncertain case that the most adverse side-effects of SRM can be avoided, public resistance, ethical concerns and potential impacts on sustainable development could render SRM economically, socially and institutionally undesirable [2].

First, the most common concern is that solar geoengineering’s research, development, and possible use could cause emissions abatement to be less than it otherwise would be. Second, given solar geoengineering’s generally global effects and the nature of the international order, decision-making regarding whether, when, and how to deploy it is a central issue. States and other actors might disagree and dispute the legitimacy of decision-making processes. Afterwards, they could blame – sincerely or not – the deploying actors for harmful weather events and could demand compensation. Furthermore, because of the apparent low direct costs and technical feasibility, solar geoengineering might be implemented by one or a handful of states or even nonstate actors, contrary the international community’s wishes, too soon, or at too great an intensity (i.e. the magnitude of its radiative forcing). These political phenomena could exacerbate international tensions, such as between industrialized and developing countries, or fuel new ones.

Another major social challenge is that, because of the speed and reversibility of solar geoengineering’s climatic effects, its sudden and sustained termination after being used at a great intensity would cause quick and dangerous warming. The research and development of solar geoengineering might also bias future decision-making, a possibility that is sometimes characterized as a ‘slippery slope’ or ‘lock-in’. Finally, solar geoengineering poses serious ethical issues, a situation that is amplified by its global effects and the world’s divergent normative frameworks [9].

3. Governance thus far

Solar geoengineering’s multiple serious physical risks and social challenges necessitate some form of governance. This has been central to the discourse almost since its beginning. The first scientific publication on solar geoengineering foregrounds concerns of decision-making, blame, attribution, and compensation [48]. In a 1983 US National Academies report on anthropogenic CO₂ emissions, Thomas Schelling identifies the possibility of unilateral deployment [49]. A decade later, another US National Academies report devotes a chapter to solar geoengineering and CDR, collectively called ‘geoengineering,’ but does not consider
governance beyond recommending research and caution [50]. Later that year, David Keith and Hadi Dowlatabadi raised the questions of decision-making authority; distribution of benefits, costs, and impacts; liability; and international security [51]. A symposium at the 1994 American Association for the Advancement of Science meeting was the first public event dedicated to geoengineering, and the papers in the resulting collection address the emissions abatement displacement concern [52], international law [53], ethics [54], and problem structure [55]. Nevertheless, solar geoengineering remained largely taboo within climate change circles until Paul Crutzen argued that emissions abatement efforts ‘have been grossly unsuccessful’ and look ‘like a pious wish’, and that SAI should be seriously considered [56]. The Royal Society soon formed a working group and released an influential report in 2009 [7]. Research and other solar geoengineering activities somewhat accelerated thereafter, including a full report from the US National Academies in 2015 [5], major Climate Engineering Conferences in Berlin in 2014 and 2017, and the birth of a handful of nongovernmental organizations dedicated to fostering dialogue and governance. The US National Academies have recently established a committee to suggest a research agenda and options for governance for solar geoengineering.

Governance – here meant broadly as the goal-oriented, sustained, and explicit use of authority to influence behaviour – of solar geoengineering is difficult for a number of reasons. First, large scale outdoor activities would have transboundary effects, and implementation (as it is generally understood) would have global ones. Because of this and because states will seek to retain decision-making authority over intentionally changing the climate, they will be the central actors. However, the international order lacks centralized rule making, enforcement, and adjudication. Instead, states have the sovereignty to act that is shaped and limited by international law, which they create and enforce themselves. Importantly, states have no rights or obligations from treaties that they do not choose to ratify. Therefore, they would need to consent to any additional multilateral agreement to specifically constrain their latitude to use solar geoengineering.

Second, solar geoengineering orthogonally intersects traditional politics. For more than half a century, contemporary environmentalism has been dominated by the belief that less intervention in the natural world is a central means to achieve sustainability and other normatively desirable social outcomes. Furthermore, solar geoengineering threatens to divide the
environmental political coalition that has been effective at advancing climate governance. In this, those actors who focus on reducing risks are likely to be open to researching and developing it, whereas those whose objectives include or prioritize reducing humans’ impact on nature or the redistribution of wealth and power can be expected to resist it [57]. Consequently, politicians – who are necessary for both state and international governance – lack incentives to engage with the issue. Indeed, there has been little state involvement with solar geoengineering governance, and this seems unlikely to substantially change in the near future.

Third, solar geoengineering’s problem structure is difficult, although not as much as that of emissions abatement [58]. Although emissions abatement (as well as CDR) produces net benefits globally, each possible contributor bears all the costs but receives only a small portion of the benefits. It is thus in each actor’s individual interest to not contribute and ‘free ride’, which is an important reason that abatement has been far from sufficient. In contrast, because of solar geoengineering’s low deployment costs, it could produce net benefits for a single actor – for example, a state – that undertakes it. An actor of this sort might proceed, even though others may not agree on whether, when, and how to use solar geoengineering. Although states and other actors may be tempted to implement it too soon or at too great an intensity, collectively it may be in their interests to cooperate in restraining themselves and preventing this ‘free driving’ [59] as well as possible political backlash. In short, whereas abatement’s central challenge is getting all actors to do more, that of solar geoengineering deployment is ‘upside down’: keeping those with the capacity to refrain from doing too much, too soon [55, 60].

Fourth and finally, suggesting governance for the use of solar geoengineering is to some degree speculative. Arguably, this is not primarily because of uncertainties regarding the climatic effects of greenhouse gases and solar geoengineering, although these are relevant. Instead, the most salient uncertainties seem political. We do not know, several decades hence, how (un)cooperative international relations will be, whether states will desire the same global climatic conditions – such as the preindustrial one or that with 1.5 to 2°C warming – or divergent ones, or how strongly states will prioritize having their preferred climates relative to other objectives. At the same time, current solar geoengineering decision-making concerns not deployment but instead – for example – establishing and detailing norms, facilitating responsible and effective research, minimizing any harmful displacement of emissions abatement, and preventing undue
lock-in. The values, interests, and capacities surrounding these issues are less uncertain and the associated governance consequently less speculative.

Despite occasional claims to the contrary [61, 62], solar geoengineering is not being researched and developed in a governance vacuum. (In fact, additional governance that is dedicated to solar geoengineering is not strictly necessary, at least in a legal sense [63].) Although there are no binding legal instruments that are specific to solar geoengineering and are in effect, there is an existing framework of applicable national and international rules, institutions, and norms – that is, general standards used to assess decisions and actions. Because these have been extensively reviewed elsewhere [64], only a brief summary of extant legal governance follows.

As solar geoengineering activities move outdoors and increase in scale, they will pose environmental risks, initially of modest potential impact and spatial and temporal scales. The industrialized countries and many developing ones have robust domestic environmental and liability laws. For example, in the United States, the site of most current solar geoengineering research, the National Environmental Policy Act would require the federal government to assess and consider the environmental impacts of projects or programs that it undertakes, funds, or approves and that may have major effects; the Clean Air Act could regulate substances injected into the atmosphere as air pollutants; the Endangered Species Act could prohibit proposed activities that would jeopardize endangered or threatened species’ existence or have adverse impacts on their critical habitats; and the Weather Modification Reporting Act would mandate reporting of solar geoengineering activities to the federal government. Furthermore, the common law of torts could hold those who undertake solar geoengineering liable for harm to others.

As noted, international law will be salient in the governance of large scale outdoor experiments and deployment. Although treaties may come first to mind, existing customary international law – that which is binding after widespread and consistent state practice that appears to arise from a sense of obligation – already governs large-scale outdoor solar geoengineering activities. In this, states’ sovereign control of their territory and persons is limited by, among other things, their obligation to reduce risks of significant transboundary harm. They are not expected to eliminate all transboundary risks but instead to control them with a due diligence standard. This is generally understood to call for – among other things – requiring
authorization for the activity, assessing environmental impacts, notifying and cooperating in good faith with potentially affected states, informing the public, and developing contingency plans for an emergency [65]. If a state acts contrary to this or other international law to which the state is obligated, it should cease the activity, assure that it will not recur, and make full reparations for any injuries [66].

Treaties are the other source of binding international law, and some of them are or could be applicable to solar geoengineering. The climate regime seems a good starting point, but its foundational UNFCCC may be inapplicable, as its objective is the stabilization of atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations, which would not be directly affected by solar geoengineering. The related Paris Agreement is more flexible, as its goal is limiting global warming and states have latitude in how they contribute to this. For example, its parties could incorporate solar geoengineering activities into their nationally determined contributions to achieving the Agreement’s warming target and in their required adaptation plans, and it could be part of the regular global stocktaking process. The Vienna Convention and its Montreal Protocol regulate states’ emissions of specific ozone depleting substances. Although SAI could slow the recovery of stratospheric ozone, the Montreal Protocol’s parties would need to take action to regulate it as a controlled ozone depleting substance. There is likewise a set of treaties under the Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution that limits industrialized countries’ emissions of acid rain precursors, including sulphates. Large-scale testing or implementation of SAI with sulphates could be contrary to parties’ obligations under this regime. The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea governs a wide range of activities in or that affect the oceans, among which are obligations for states to protect the marine environment and their rights in conducting marine scientific research. Notably, its definition of pollution that states are to prevent, reduce, and control implicitly encompasses global warming, greenhouse gases, and – if it were likely to result in deleterious effects – solar geoengineering. This presents a tension, in that solar geoengineering could in this context be both a means to prevent, reduce, and control pollution as well as a source of it. The London Protocol regulates marine dumping, and its 51 parties have approved an amendment that would regulate ‘marine geoengineering,’ defined so that it could cover solar geoengineering. In general, this can restrict listed marine geoengineering activities to legitimate scientific research, but the amendment is not in force due to insufficient ratifications. The Environmental Modification Convention prohibits the military or hostile use of techniques that,
by implication, can include solar geoengineering. Finally, the parties to the widely-ratified Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) have issued a few nonbinding decisions regarding geoengineering. One of these, agreed upon in 2010, calls for states to consider not allowing ‘climate-related geo-engineering activities that may affect biodiversity’ in the absence of an adequate scientific basis, impact assessment, and a global mechanism for governance (Decision X/33). A more recent one calls for more transdisciplinary geoengineering research in order to better understand its potential impacts (Decision XIII/14).

International law is more than binding rules. Principles such as cooperation, equity, polluter pays, common but differentiated responsibilities, precaution, and the environment as a common concern of humankind guide its interpretation, implementation, and further development. International institutions offer sites for information sharing, coordinating, deliberating, and developing and crystallizing norms. For example, in March 2019, the UN Environment Assembly considered but rejected a proposed decision to assess solar geoengineering’s methods, evidence, current governance, and possible future governance [67]. The World Meteorological Organization, the IPCC, the UN General Assembly, and the UN Security Council could also play future roles.

4. Governance of research

Governance of solar geoengineering research may be warranted for multiple reasons. One objective could simply be that substantial research actually occurs [68-72]. Although this observation may seem mundane, numerous institutional reviews and authoritative statements consistently recommend greater funding of solar geoengineering research (or geoengineering research more generally): by the US National Academies in 1992 and 2015 [5, 50], the Royal Society [7], the American Geophysical Union [73, 74], the American Meteorological Society [75], Australia’s Office of the Chief Scientist [76]; the German Research Foundation [77], the Netherlands’ scientific assessment institute [78], the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research [79], the parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (Decision XIII/14); and the US Global Change Research Program [80]. Nevertheless, worldwide funding of solar geoengineering remains modest, a minority of which is from government sources [32]. Some scholars assert that public financial support of research is essential in order to, among other things, build accountability and legitimacy [70, 81, 82].
A significant increase in the scale of solar geoengineering research would likely entail dedicated programs at the national, subnational, or European Union levels, which might call for particular programmatic characteristics. According to the authors of the Royal Society report, a program should consider both potential and risk as well as the technical means of geoengineering [7]. The 2015 US National Academies report emphasizes the lines of solar geoengineering research that could also improve understanding of climatic systems in general, and also recommends that research be coordinated across agencies [5]. A common recommendation is for international cooperation (especially with developing countries), coordination, and cost-sharing [69, 83-85]. A task force of the Bipartisan Policy Center concluded that a coordinated program should pursue risk minimization, diverse and independent oversight informed by public engagement, transparency, international cooperation and communication, adaptive management, and diverse lines of research, efforts that identify solar geoengineering’s potentials and opportunities as well as its limitations and risks [86]. It also suggests, in the case of the United States, where among government agencies a research program should be administrated and overseen as well as specific avenues of research. David Winickoff and Mark Brown add that the US would benefit from a national government advisory commission on solar geoengineering research, one that is ‘independent, transparent, deliberative, publicly engaged, and broadly framed’ [87]. (US states could provide an alternate site for an advisory commission [88].) In Keith’s view, separating CDR from solar geoengineering, emphasizing risks, including engineering, and diversifying lines of research would increase the value of a research program [89].

Some observers assert that solar geoengineering research programs of increasing scale would have particular governance needs [82, 90-95]. A frequent – but not universal – refrain is that the governance of research should be kept separate from that of implementation [96], although the functional distinction between the two domains of activities blurs and maybe disappears as outdoor research increases in scales [97]. Some further suggestions for the governance of research are common. First, a research program should arguably be mission-oriented and coordinated as such [41, 98]. Second, because opportunities and risks will vary by the scale and magnitude of climatic intervention, multiple tiers of governance may be warranted [5, 82, 91, 99]. In this, solar geoengineering experiments and projects below a certain scale may not warrant additional dedicated governance [100]. Third, many if not most direct environmental
health and safety risks – at least those arising from small scale experiments – can be managed by extant domestic and substate law and regulation as well as international law, although modest amendments may be necessary [101-103]. (However, some scholars are worried about regulatory gaps [104, 105].) Fourth, governance of research should encourage or require transparency [106]; public engagement [11, 107, 108]; ex ante project and programmatic impact assessments [93, 99, 109], independent review and – where appropriate – approval of outdoor experiments; ongoing monitoring and reporting [87, 110]; independent ex post assessment of results (perhaps by the IPCC [83]); and adaptive [111] or anticipatory [112] governance processes. Finally, the international regulation of other technologies offers some useful models [113, 114]. Specifically, the regulation of marine geoengineering in general and ocean fertilization CDR specifically under the aegis of the London Convention and London Protocol differentiates and offers criteria for ‘legitimate scientific research’ [94, 105, 115]. Authors diverge regarding aspects such as the extent to which the governance of research can manage socially mediated challenges, the scope of activities that should be governed as ‘solar geoengineering research’, and which institutions or other actors should govern [116].

5. Nonstate governance

Governance is broader than legally binding, state-generated rules and includes rules that are not legally binding and those that are developed, implemented, monitored, and/or enforced by nonstate actors. This nonstate governance could play important roles in managing solar geoengineering, especially of indoor and smaller scale outdoor research [70, 95, 117, 118]. The 2015 US National Academies report concludes

‘Governance’ is not a synonym for ‘regulation.’ Depending on the types and scale of the research undertaken, appropriate governance of albedo modification research could take a wide variety of forms ranging from the direct application of existing scientific research norms, to the development of new norms, to mechanisms that are highly structured and extensive [5].

Nonstate governance can be relatively more responsive to changing knowledge, values, and conditions; effectively influence transboundary actors and phenomena; develop when states are not acting; and lay the foundation for future governance by state actors [119]. Even when
weakly developed, informal, general, uncodified, and implicit, nonstate rules can sometimes be effective, including for solar geoengineering [5, 69, 82, 120-124]. An advocate of nonbinding norms’ importance in solar geoengineering governance is David Victor, who says that they will be needed soon.… [E]fforts to craft new norms ‘bottom up’ will be more effective. Such an approach, which would change the underlying interests of key countries and thus make them more willing to adopt binding norms in the future, will require active, open research programmes and assessments of geoengineering [60].

Here, he speaks of norms for using solar geoengineering, although others argue that norms and other nonstate governance are applicable to early research efforts [125]. Norms could arise from key actors’ socialization [60], scientific and professional societies, national academies of science [82], a new national or international commission dedicated to the task [81, 95, 126, 127], or even ‘downward’ from states or substate jurisdictions [5, 86, 88, 128]. In time, those norms that are more advisory, general, and self-implemented can form the basis for subsequent ones that are obligatory, precise, and delegated and that are developed and enforced by states [92].

Yet in the case of solar geoengineering, informed writers largely highlight nonstate governance’s limitations. For one thing, the governing actors might not be well-qualified to assess activities’ possible long-term risks and social challenges [122, 129]. They may also be vulnerable to undue influence by the targets of governance [130]. Furthermore, its provisions may remain too vague to be genuinely effective [102, 131]. Legitimacy – which is critical in governing a controversial practice such as solar geoengineering – is essential, but nonstate governance arrangements and especially self-regulation (when governing actors and their targets substantially overlap) may not be perceived as sufficiently legitimate [126]. Accountability, which is often an important source of legitimacy, may be lacking [132].

Scholars and other nonstate observers have put forth various explicit nonbinding rules for solar geoengineering, some of which have been called ‘principles’, sometimes also addressing CDR as well and sometimes focusing on the research context. Their substances largely overlap and generally concur [86, 90, 91, 133, 134 ]. In 1996, Dale Jamieson offered three general ones: ‘the importance of democratic decision-making, the prohibition against irreversible environmental changes, and the significance of learning to live with nature’ [54]. The Royal Society report is a bit more specific, asserting that ‘Research activity should be as open, coherent,
and as internationally coordinated as possible and trans-boundary experiments should be subject to some form of international governance, preferably based on existing international structures’ [7]. Soon after that report’s publication, David Morrow and colleagues drew from medical ethics to offer principles in which ‘the scientific community [should] secure the global public’s consent,… strive for a favorable risk–benefit ratio and a fair distribution of risks and anticipated benefits, all while protecting the basic rights of affected individuals… [and] minimiz[ing] the extent and intensity of each experiment’ [135].

The most influential set of principles was developed by a group of British academics, including two members of the Royal Society’s geoengineering working group. Grounded in norms such as transparency, justice, and the need for legitimacy, these five ‘Oxford Principles’ are:

1. Geoengineering to be regulated as a public good;
2. Public participation in geoengineering decision-making;
3. Disclosure of geoengineering research and open publication of results;
4. Independent assessment of impacts; and
5. Governance before deployment [136].

Their authors envision that these could ‘lay[] down the basic parameters for decision-making’, be operationalized as ‘part of a flexible architecture… shap[ing] a culture of responsibility among researchers’, inform bottom-up self-regulation, and contribute subsequently to more strongly legalized governance mechanisms. The text that accompanies the principles touches on three specific issues that remain unsettled. First, according to the Oxford group, regulating as a public good implies ‘a presumption against exclusive control of geoengineering technology by private individuals or corporations [because] the distribution of intellectual property rights can result in, or exacerbate existing, injustices’. Second, those who have been harmed by geoengineering may need to be compensated. These first two unsettled issues are discussed in dedicated sections below. Third, part of public participation in decision-making is to ‘ideally obtain the prior informed consent of, those affected by the research activities.’ However, the Oxford authors note that it is unclear how a population’s consent could be obtained without granting each individual a veto, echoing Morrow and colleagues’ observations [135]. The UK House of Commons Science
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and Technology Committee and the government later endorsed the Oxford Principles, with some qualifications and additions [137, 138].

One recent set is a critique of the Oxford Principles’ instrumentality, procedural emphasis, and ambiguity [139]. Philosophers Stephen Gardiner and Augustin Fragnière base their ‘Tollgate Principles’ on a more diverse and stringent set of foundational norms, among which are ecological ones. The limitation of the Tollgate Principles is one that is common among attempts to operationalize demanding deontological ethical norms, which can be internally contradictory, vary substantially among populations, and be susceptible to recursive questioning. As an example, these authors write that ‘Geoengineering policy should respect well-founded ecological norms, including norms of environmental ethics and governance,’ and cite ‘respect for nature’ as among these. But on whose ethics and version of respect for nature should the governance rely? In another of their principles, Gardiner and Fragnière assert that ‘Geoengineering decision-making … should be done by bodies acting on behalf of (e.g. representing) the global, intergenerational and ecological public.’ However, decision-making bodies of this sort do not exist and will most likely not for the foreseeable future.

Legal scholars affiliated with the UN have put forth a single nonbinding rule. The advisory International Law Commission codifies and, in some cases, progressively develops unwritten principles, custom, or emerging international law. Since 2013, it has been working toward Guidelines on the Protection of the Atmosphere that seek to capture relevant existing international law. The Commission has provisionally adopted a draft set of guidelines and transmitted them to countries for comment. One of these is that ‘Activities aimed at intentional large-scale modification of the atmosphere should be conducted with prudence and caution, subject to any applicable rules of international law’ [140]. The accompanying commentary notes that this includes but is not limited to solar geoengineering.

Principles that could guide the development, use, and governance of solar geoengineering can also be found in international law, as noted in the previous section. One of these that has received particular attention is precaution. Although its articulation varies among international agreements, that in the UNFCCC seems most salient:

The Parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate, prevent or minimize the causes of climate change and mitigate its adverse effects. Where there are threats of
serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing such measures, taking into account that policies and measures to deal with climate change should be cost-effective so as to ensure global benefits at the lowest possible cost. (Article 3.3)

What this means for solar geoengineering – which would be a measure to prevent or minimize climate change and the resulting adverse effects but could also pose serious risks of its own – is unclear. Numerous scholars of law and other fields have commented on the possible implications. One group believes that precaution can offer some albeit limited guidance for managing risks [134, 141-150]. Others assert that it is a poor fit for governing solar geoengineering due to the high-stakes risk-risk trade-off or to a conclusion that it yields only muddled insights. [110, 151-154]. A third cohort conclude that – if anything – precaution lends support to pursuing solar geoengineering in some manner, such as through research or possible future use in response to severe climate change impacts [151, 155, 156]. Finally, a few observers argue that a genuinely precautionary response would prohibit solar geoengineering [131, 157, 158].

A code of conduct – that is, a set of explicit nonbinding rules of greater precision and sense of obligation than general norms or principles – could also contribute to governing solar geoengineering and its research. The Royal Society report suggests a code or a set of best practices [7], as do some subsequent publications [11, 86, 115, 159]. For example, Granger Morgan and colleagues emphasize that any code must ensure transparency of research’s results, delineate criteria for outdoor solar geoengineering experiments that would be unlikely to have adverse impacts, and ensure that researchers do not undertake outdoor work beyond these criteria until national and international governance frameworks are in place [82]. Further, a 2018 report from a dozen academics recommends that funders should make their support for research contingent on compliance with an applicable code of conduct [95]. Legal scholar Anna Maria Hubert offers a ‘Code of Conduct for Responsible Geoengineering Research’ [160]. Originally co-drafted with David Reichwein, it is based largely on existing international law and presented as a set of articles with commentary. The code aims to minimize harms, promote responsible research, and enhance legitimacy, especially for outdoor experiments. It is directed toward a full spectrum of actors: state, intergovernmental, and nonstate ones. The code adopts a strongly precautionary default, in that ‘no geoengineering activities should take place, until there is an
adherent scientific basis on which to justify such activities and appropriate consideration of environmental and other effects.’

6. Abatement displacement

The concern that the consideration, research, and development of solar geoengineering would harmfully undermine emissions abatement has been widespread. Given emissions abatement’s justified position as the leading response to climate change, as well as the initial resistance to adaptation and CDR, it is unsurprising that this concern of emissions abatement displacement—sometimes elsewhere inaccurately called ‘moral hazard’—has served as the basis for a taboo on discussing solar geoengineering seriously. Wallace Broecker observed this as early as 1985 [161], and the concern manifested when the authors of a 1992 US National Academies climate change report were hesitant to include a chapter on geoengineering [50, 52]. Since then, many solar geoengineering research advocates appropriately emphasize that abatement should remain primary and that solar geoengineering should, at most, be a complement to abatement [5, 7, 40].

After Crutzen’s paper and the Royal Society’s report largely broke the taboo, scholars began to address the abatement displacement concern. For example, Benjamin Hale unpacks the concept and concludes that arguments against geoengineering grounded in the abatement displacement concern ‘are both ambiguous and vague’ [162]. However, he—like many others—does not offer governance recommendations to reduce any abatement displacement, as developing actual suggestions is difficult. After all, how could authoritative actors realistically influence the relevant numerous actions and underlying preferences of others—and themselves—now and in the future? The only sure way to do so would be take solar geoengineering off the table and prevent any further discussion. Indeed, Gerd Winter suggests that the law prohibits geoengineering due to emissions abatement displacement [131]. Regardless, we can never know with any certainty whether and to what degree solar geoengineering has influenced actual abatement because reality lacks counterfactuals. Moreover, the additional climate change arising from modestly greater emissions could be outweighed by reduced climate change from solar geoengineering. This highlights the diversity of climate change policy’s often implicit objectives: reducing or even ending greenhouse gas emissions; effectively avoiding harmful climate impacts; facilitating sustainable development; ‘pursuing a broader concept of well-being’; ‘sharing of
limited resources within and across countries as well as across generations’; protecting the environment, furthering equity, fairness, and procedural, distributive, and compensatory justice [163]; and building an entirely new economic system [164].

Focusing on opportunities for scientists, Morrow offers three recommendations to reduce abatement displacement [147]. According to him, they should explore a wide array of alternative responses to climate change to provide a broad information base for policy-makers. Researchers should also communicate their results carefully, which can consist of emphasizing the differences among solar geoengineering methods and avoiding language that others could misinterpret or miscommunicate. Finally, Morrow calls for scientists to robustly engage with the public and decision-makers.

Taking a cue from the insurance industry, Albert Lin emphasizes international policies [165]. He first suggests that, if the consensus of the international community is to allow geoengineering, it should carefully delineate the boundaries of acceptable activities. Second, research should emphasize geoengineering’s possible risks, uncertainties, and limitations. Also, these and other results should be communicated to decision-makers and the public through dedicated outreach efforts. Third, Lin says that decisions should be made in neutral, democratically accountable institutions that have no stake in geoengineering and that include designated, influential advocates for emissions abatement. Fourth, he proposes to make geoengineering activities contingent on abatement.

Like Lin, Edward Parson also proposes linking emissions abatement and solar geoengineering policies, specifically suggesting, at least rhetorically, that states agree to implement solar geoengineering only if they have met abatement targets [166]. He recognizes that this would be a sort of noncredible intertemporal threat by the present to the future: if future decision-makers failed to meet these targets and their jurisdictions faced serious harmful impacts from climate change, then they may renege on the commitment to withhold solar geoengineering. In addition, such a policy linkage could give states incentives to set unambitious abatement targets so that they would retain the solar geoengineering option. Parson thus puts forth a more elaborate linkage proposal, in which only those states that meet emissions abatement targets would be allowed to participate in international decision-making regarding solar geoengineering. States’ motivations to ‘have a seat at the table’ would depend upon how widely their preferences...
concerning the solar geoengineering’s parameters – such as timing, location, intensity, and form – diverge.

While conceding that policy-makers might have restricted capacity to effectively reduce displacement, I offer a few modest suggestions [103]. First, further research of all policy responses to climate change – among which is solar geoengineering – should be expeditiously pursued so that decision-makers and others can better understand the responses’ expected benefits and costs. In addition, the results should be transparent, independently assessed, effectively communicated, and made compatible with other relevant sets of information. Second, decision-making should strive to integrate informed public preferences in order to prevent undue disconnection between policy-makers and the public. Importantly, developing countries should be proactively engaged, including through international research cooperation, as they will gain or lose the most from solar geoengineering. Third, policies should allow future generations of decision-makers some flexibility because their preferences may differ from ours. Fourth – and somewhat in tension with the previous recommendation – current decision-makers could try to make it easier for future ones to abate emissions and more difficult to unduly rely on solar geoengineering. This could perhaps be accomplished by limiting through regulation the growth and influence of actors who have concentrated interests in the endeavour and by using solar geoengineering to compensate for only a portion of anthropogenic climate change.

7. Moratoria

Scholars, advocates, and others frequently suggest that outdoor solar geoengineering activities that surpass certain scales not take place until other conditions have been met [82, 83, 93, 104, 120-122, 125, 141, 160, 167-172]. Daniel Bodansky states that moratoria ‘have the attraction of simplicity. They create bright-line rules, and thus avoid the need for complex, ongoing decision-making, which may be beyond the institutional capacity of the international community, particularly in cases of significant uncertainty’ [70].

These writers offer diverse reasons [173]. A demarcating policy could help prevent risky activities until we have better understanding of and less uncertainty concerning the potential benefits and risks and until more detailed, obligatory governance is in place [93, 95, 172]. Furthermore, by delaying debate on the generally more contentious issue of solar geoengineering
implementation, reaching agreement on governing outdoor research may be more achievable [93]. Moratoria could also address some of solar geoengineering’s second-order social challenges including lock-in, slippery slope, abatement displacement, premature or ‘rogue’ unilateral implementation, and international distrust of states’ motives [83, 93, 95, 104, 120, 125, 147, 172]. They could allow time for broader and deeper public engagement as well as credible assurances that early small-scale activities would not necessarily lead to larger-scale ones [93, 95, 115, 172]. Likewise, scientists would have greater assurance and clarity that some activities are permitted and implicitly endorsed [95, 172]. Finally, opponents of solar geoengineering could use a moratorium as a means to slow activities, with the hope that it ossifies into permanence or that a full explicit prohibition could be later realized [174].

In some cases, support for moratoria is often implicit. The widespread call for ‘governance before deployment’ – as in the Oxford Principles [136-138] – indicates that the implementation of solar geoengineering should not occur until effective oversight is in place [5, 95, 160, 169]. Others take a firmer line and argue for governance before outdoor experiments, which again would implicitly be a moratorium [139, 159, 175, 176]. A similarly semantic issue surrounds whether the 2010 decision by the Conference of Parties to the CBD, noted above, is a moratorium. Some scholars call it such [104, 122, 154, 171, 177-180], but others dispute this characterization [95, 115, 141, 143, 166, 181, 182].

A potential moratorium would require the resolution of some critical details. First, what is the scope of activities that would be temporarily prohibited? The distinctions between solar geoengineering and other avenues of climatological research – especially that involving aerosols and clouds – are not sharp. Furthermore, a rule would need to delineate the boundaries beyond which activities may not take place. Some writers call for a moratorium on large-scale outdoor experiments [121, 122, 167] or deployment [93, 104, 120, 125, 141, 170, 171], but these shift the question to what constitutes ‘large scale’ or ‘deployment’. Others point to criteria of expected impact [122, 141, 167] or of quantifiable spatial scale, temporal scale, and intensity [82]. Along these lines, Parson and Keith tentatively suggest ‘a level where global climate response is barely detectable – for example, global-annual-average ΔRF > ~10^{-2} Wm^{-2}’ (where RF is radiative forcing) [172]. More conservative commentators call for a moratorium on all outdoor research [83, 93].
Second, the criteria for lifting the moratoria would also need to be made explicit. One approach would be to limit it to a specific length of time [83, 141], while another would depend on particular characteristics of effective governance aspects including legitimate decision-making processes, scientific justification, and sufficient understanding and consideration of potential benefits and risks [82, 121, 122, 171].

Third, one should specify which actors would implement, manage, and possibly lift the moratorium, which only a few observers do [95, 115]. This issue, in which matters of compliance, legitimacy, and participation intersect in complex ways, warrants particular attention. A group of scientists – the most important target of governance – would likely comply with their own moratorium or that of a representative organization. A bottom-up declaration by researchers or authoritative quasi- and non-state institutions is thus one option [82, 167, 172]. However, another group of researchers might not perceive the moratorium as legitimate enough to justify compliance. This might be due a sense that they were not adequately represented in the decision-making, particularly if these two groups significantly differ in geography, culture, or specialization. Furthermore, substantial time might pass between a moratorium’s implementation and its review for lifting. Because of this, another potential source of a moratorium is states, which have long institutional lives, legitimacy, and relatively robust governance apparatuses (for the most part). Various scholars point to all or most states [125, 172] and individual states, with the hope that more follow [104, 120].

A moratorium would have other drawbacks, limitations, and difficulties. One problem would be a type of adverse selection, in which the more responsible scientists, organizations, and states implement and comply with moratoria while the less responsible ones remain outside [7, 70, 104]. Because commitments from all relevant actors would be needed, a truly effective moratorium appears difficult to develop, implement, and enforce [91, 93]. Furthermore, a moratorium on research could stifle activities that seem able to reduce uncertainty regarding a potential means to effectively counter climate change [7, 70, 86, 115, 143]. A moratorium could evolve – perhaps unintentionally – into a de facto prohibition, which would be more likely if it was poorly crafted. Scientists might also furtively describe their solar geoengineering activities as research into aerosols, clouds, and other atmospheric and climatic phenomena, which would reduce transparency and inhibit international cooperation [115]. Regardless, the results of less
research, transparency, and cooperation could be poorly informed subsequent decision-making and greater climate change impacts. It is for these reasons and others that some scholars are critical of moratoria [115, 147, 183, 184].

8. Operational decision-making

In the long term, the central question of governing solar geoengineering will be whether, when, and how it would be used – perhaps globally – to reduce climate change and its risks. This is made challenging by solar geoengineering’s combination of low apparent direct financial costs of implementation, which may enable net benefits for a single deploying country (that is, ‘free driving’), and transboundary if not global impacts. Because of this, informed observers are essentially unanimous in their belief that any operational decision-making should be the domain solely of state actors. In such decision-making, legitimacy – again, the quality of being worthy of acceptance and support – would be central. Beyond this, however, opinions as to how these decisions should be made diverge, and I divide them here among five top-level categories.

First, some scholars argue that any operational decision-making should lie with a deliberative intergovernmental institution that counts all or most of the world’s states as members, that is grounded in international law, and possibly whose decisions are considered legally binding. The most common reason for this position is that, because solar geoengineering would presumably affect all countries, widespread if not universal consent is needed for its deployment to be legitimate. Many of these writers offer the UNFCCC as the ideal home for operational decision-making due to the regime’s centrality in international climate change governance, linkages with emissions abatement and adaptation, and institutional knowledge [83, 141, 143, 185, 186]. For example, Lin calls for a protocol to the UNFCCC in which the parties would agree to, and regularly revisit, ‘a default presumption against the implementation of any geoengineering project’ [187]. Although the UNFCCC’s objective is limited to ‘stabilization of greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere’, this could reasonably be interpreted to cover solar geoengineering, either because the objective also references ‘protecting the climate system’ in general [185] or because solar geoengineering is expected to indirectly reduce atmospheric CO₂ concentrations [188]. In contrast, because of this limited objective and because ‘negotiations under the UNFCCC are already characterised by a very high level of complexity and being politicised’, Ralph Bodle and colleagues argue that CBD would be the best institutional site for
the governance of solar geoengineering and its implementation [110]. In this, the CBD parties should adopt a precautionary ‘general prohibition of geoengineering activities [including field experiments] that entail significant transboundary risks, combined with the possibility of exemptions’. Yet governing solar geoengineering seems outside the CBD’s objective as well. Some scholars suggest that an entirely new multilateral agreement to govern geoengineering is warranted [189, 190]. Adam Abelkop and Jonathan Carlson describe a multilateral agreement that is open to all countries, in which decision-making is majoritarian and members’ votes are weighted by their greenhouse gas emissions [142]. However, such an arrangement could reinforce a perception that those most responsible for climate change sought to continue emitting greenhouse gases and that powerful states were using solar geoengineering to maintain their positions of relative greater power. Independent of the institutional home, relying on an international agreements with (near-)universal participation for operational decision-making regarding solar geoengineering would face further limitations, especially if the regime were to default to prohibiting deployment in the absence of explicit proactive consensus. Because international law is based on sovereign states’ consent, those that wished to retain the option to use solar geoengineering – the very ones that are most important to have among the participants in governance – would remain outside of any restrictive regulatory regime. Even if an international agreement like this came into effect, enforcing its provisions would be difficult.

The second category of governance proposals also points to intergovernmental institutions with widespread participation, but here their proponents suggest that these bodies establish only general contours for deployment decisions [185, 191]. For example, Chiara Armeni and Catherine Redgwell note that UN Environment (formerly UNEP), the World Meteorological Organization, the Commission of Sustainable Development, and the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization could be loci of the growth of norms, rules, and new institutions [192]. Likewise, Bodansky and others exclude from their multilateral proposed governance mechanisms operational decision-making concerning whether, when, and how to deploy [70]. Instead, they suggest that a multilateral agreement or intergovernmental institution address transparency and information sharing; prior impact assessment; notification, public engagement, and consultation prior to planned large-scale outdoor activities; public disclosure and independent assessment of results; coordination of activities; a forum for discussions,
Third, some argue that a small number of states should take the lead in governing the use of solar geoengineering [123]. For example, Ian Lloyd and Michael Oppenheimer describe a weakly legalized regime with up to thirty participating states, among which should be some that do not have deployment capacity but are vulnerable to climate change impacts [125]. Its initial purpose would be to prevent premature implementation, encourage research collaboration, and authorize deployment pursuant to ‘a difficult voting process’. In a monograph, I consider two tiers of decision-making modelled somewhat on the UN, in which an executive committee makes operational decisions and a large general assembly could agree on nonbinding guiding resolutions [193]. The aims of former diplomat Richard Benedick are more modest, in that his council of approximately twenty-five states would work to develop guidelines and processes for ‘ongoing consultation and collaboration’ [194]. The UN Security Council could serve as a backstop forum for solar geoengineering decision-making [130, 195], which could fall under its scope of maintaining international peace and security. Even then, one of its five permanent members could block decisions through its veto. Regardless, decisions concerning whether, when, and how to deploy that are made by a relatively small number of states would be open to accusations of insufficient legitimacy, even if these decisions were endorsed or made by the UN Security Council.

The fourth general approach to governing solar geoengineering implementation is to keep the conversation entirely out of international institutions, at least for now. At the very least, introducing the topic could raise divisive questions whose possible resolution would yield little benefit. Doing so could also unnecessarily further divisions and lead toward a poorly informed, ultimately counterproductive prohibition, as most countries might see little to gain in the near future [53, 60, 120]. Doing so within the UNFCCC could be particularly disruptive to the sensitive politics therein [141, 196]. One response is to focus on the bottom-up development of general norms and codes of conduct, as discussed above. Other paths forward are possible. Parson proposes a World Commission on Climate Engineering that could be authorized and funded by – but operationally independent from – an international institution [95, 197]. Such a body could consider policy interactions among solar geoengineering, emissions abatement, CDR,
and adaptation; the social and political implications of solar geoengineering research; and the functional needs of institutions to later consider deployment. Importantly, he emphasizes that the Commission need not answer all salient questions; merely identifying and clarifying them may productively contribute to future governance. Another suggested response is that, because solar geoengineering will likely be first used in reaction to local and regional impacts of climate change, governance should initially focus on smaller scales and be facilitated by regional forums for cooperation [95, 198, 199].

Fifth, a handful of scholars and others believe that solar geoengineering should not be used. Their reasons for this opposition vary. Mike Hulme asserts that solar geoengineering cannot be democratically and effectively governed [200]; Paul Nightingale and Rose Cairns point primarily to security concerns [201]; and Winter claims that solar geoengineering is contrary to international environmental law [202]. However, none of these authors describes a process through which a prohibition could feasibly and effectively be developed, implemented, and enforced.

Many of the proposals described above consider what singular international agreement or institution could or should legitimately govern the use of solar geoengineering. Indeed, some of these proposals are grounded in a concern that numerous rules and bodies would overlap – perhaps contradictorily so – and leave governance gaps [104, 143, 189, 203]. Although this fragmentation might be ineffective, a unitary governance regime may be infeasible. Indeed, a polycentric set of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’, top-down and bottom-up mechanisms could be a source of flexibility, experimentation, and dynamism to govern a heterogeneous set of emerging technologies [118, 124, 127, 204, 205]. At the same time, greater coordination among extant regimes and institutions may be needed, or at least beneficial [196].

A set of issues that informed observers have largely overlooked is the governance needs after solar geoengineering has begun. Sébastien Philippe has discussed the challenges of collecting, integrating, sharing, and validating relevant information regarding deployment in order to facilitate cooperation, trust, and effective risk management [206]. He points to the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test Ban Treaty as a potential model. Although many writers have noted that solar geoengineering would need to be maintained in order to prevent a ‘termination shock’, only a handful have described how this could be prevented [205]. Andy Parker and Peter Irvine
conclude that geographically distributed, well protected, and redundant implementation hardware among multiple relatively powerful countries coupled with sharing of the requisite knowledge should be able to prevent sudden and sustained cessation [207].

9. Private actors and intellectual property

Although states are usually central in discussions of developing and implementing solar geoengineering, they are not the sole actors. Governance through nonstate actors was discussed above. Private philanthropists also presently fund research, especially in the US [32]. And at least in principle, nonstate actors could also decide to implement solar geoengineering. Victor describes how a wealthy ‘self-appointed protector of the planet’ might do so out of a desire to prevent and reduce dangerous climate change [60]. Although he and others have invoked this narrative to highlight the difficulty of governing solar geoengineering, those who have further considered this scenario usually conclude that it seems unlikely. States will likely consider operational decision-making regarding whether and how to intentionally alter the climate to be their prerogative, not that of nonstate actors. They will use regulation, political pressure, and the threat or use of force to ensure this [70]. A state that tolerated nonstate solar geoengineering deployment by its domestic actors would come under international pressure or even threats to stop it. Moreover, sustained solar geoengineering would have substantial technological requirements and costs that, while low in terms of climate change economics and some states’ budgets, exceed nonstate actors’ capacities [123, 208]. Although some writers assert that solar geoengineering deployment could be profitable [209], a prospective commercial operation could not monetize it because of its nonexcludable nature. Highly decentralized nonstate solar geoengineering through, for example, numerous small high-altitude balloons that deliver an aerosol or its precursor appears technologically and financially feasible [193]. Nevertheless, even in this case, states could still control large-scale outdoor solar geoengineering activities within their territories.

A more salient issue is the roles of private actors – especially commercial ones – in the research, development, and delivery of solar geoengineering. Some scholars and others express concern that this sort of involvement could create conflicts of interest, increase environmental risks, reduce transparency, undermine public trust, cause injustice, contribute to lock-in, and engender vested interests that could unduly influence critical decision-making [81, 82, 90, 93-95,
122, 131, 136, 142, 151, 157, 169, 210-217]. For example, the first of the Oxford Principles – ‘Geoengineering to be regulated as a public good’ – is elaborated:

While the involvement of the private sector in the delivery of a geoengineering technique should not be prohibited, and may indeed be encouraged to ensure that deployment of a suitable technique can be effected in a timely and efficient manner, regulation of such techniques should be undertaken in the public interest by the appropriate bodies at the state and/or international levels [136].

Jane Long and Dane Scott suggest reducing unwanted influence by nonstate actors through transparency, robust public institutions, mission-driven research programs, deep public deliberation, and independent advisory bodies [81]. In contrast, other observers emphasize commercial actor’s abilities to accelerate innovation and attract capital [208, 218-220]. Because states will almost certainly retain operational decision-making, firms would likely be contracted through procurement to provide goods and services for large-scale activities. If solar geoengineering scales up to a multi-billion US dollar endeavour, then they would have opportunities to profit from their inventions.

A leading way in which states govern commercial interests in an innovative domain is through intellectual property law, especially that of patents. Although assertions that there should be no private solar geoengineering patents are common, only a few experts have offered specifics of possible governance of patents that are related to solar geoengineering [95]. Indeed, there presently is an opportunity to develop such dedicated governance of intellectual property because there are very few relevant patents, because scientists exhibit a culture that is opposed to patenting, and because commercial actors are not significantly involved in research and development. The reasons to develop dedicated patent policies for solar geoengineering include avoiding the risks, lock-in, and undue influence cited above as well the patent thicket, anti-commons effects, and broad, early patents that can often arise with emerging technologies. However, to be effective, a policy would need to govern transnational actors and activities, not unduly stifle innovation, and not push innovators to rely on trade secrets instead of patents. This is made more difficult by state actors’ reticence to address solar geoengineering through policy. Furthermore, the distinctions between patentable inventions that are and are not related to solar
geoengineering will be often unclear, especially early on. Here, I summarize four sets of proposals for intellectual property policies that would be specific to solar geoengineering.

First, patents for inventions related to solar geoengineering could be prohibited or restricted. [82, 85, 131, 211, 217]. States have adopted similar policies in areas such as nuclear weapons. Like a moratorium or ban on solar geoengineering itself, this has the apparent advantage of clarity. Perhaps the greatest shortcoming of these proposals is that they would require all relevant states either to adopt appropriate legislation or administrative regulation or to agree upon, ratify, and implement a multilateral agreement. Excluding patents would also inhibit innovation, require distinguishing which inventions are sufficiently related to solar geoengineering, and incentivize researchers to use trade secrets and to misrepresent their work’s possible applications.

Second, Anthony Chavez suggests a patent pool, in which holders of related patents agree to allow access to each other’s patents, to jointly manage them, to grant joint licenses, and to share the revenue in some agreed-upon way [215]. Patent pools are usually voluntary but can be compulsory through state intervention. They can facilitate further innovation and utilization of the constituent technologies, especially when the patents are complementary, as in extant cases of patent pools for agricultural biotechnologies and medicines. However, solar geoengineering is not presently a set of complementary inventions. To the contrary, which techniques – if any – will ultimately prove effective and acceptable remains uncertain. A patent pool would run the risk of locking-in certain technologies in an emerging field like this. Nevertheless, patent pools might later be beneficial for one or more specific solar geoengineering techniques.

Third, some solar geoengineering researchers have practiced defensive patenting and defensive publishing [221-223]. Each of these tactics are undertaken not in order to generate revenue but instead to prevent others from obtaining a patent. In the former approach, an innovator files for a patent, whereas in the latter, he or she publishes enough details to try to establish prior art, hindering others’ potential future patent requests. These practices can advance transparency and avoid some problems of widespread patenting by commercial actors. Yet defensive patenting in solar geoengineering opens scientists up to accusations of conflicts of interest. Furthermore, whether a given defensive publication has established sufficient prior art to prevent future patents would remain unclear until tested by such a patent claim.
Fourth, Jorge Contreras, Joshua Sarnoff, and I propose a multi-part intellectual property policy for solar geoengineering [224], the centrepiece of which is a patent pledge. Briefly stated, in this, a researcher would pledge to not assert his or her patents related to solar geoengineering against others who make the same pledge in the latter’s legitimate solar geoengineering research, development, and implementation activities. The patent pledge’s advantages are that it does not rely on state action and that it would have global effect. If successful, the pledge initiates a positive feedback cycle, in which researchers would, by pledging, gain access to a greater quantity of valuable relevant patents. Eventually, state and intergovernmental actors could become involved in managing the intellectual property policy, perhaps gradually legalizing it and linking it with other governance instruments.

10. Compensation and liability

Another persistent question in discussions of governance of solar geoengineering has been whether and how those who believe that they have been harmed by outdoor activities could be compensated. Indeed, the authors of the first academic article on solar geoengineering said, ‘If a large segment of the world thinks the benefits of a proposed climate modification scheme outweigh the risks, they should be willing to compensate those (possibly even a few of themselves) who lose their favored climate’ [48]. Compensation could – but not necessarily – be through liability on the part of those who undertake solar geoengineering. Alternatively, some actors might be worried prior to a planned activity that they will be harmed. They could ask for prior assurances of compensation, possibly as a precondition for not opposing the activity.

Yet compensating potential victims of solar geoengineering would be difficult for many reasons [8, 225]. First, observers diverge on why victims should be compensated, which has implications for policy-making. Approaches that are based on ex post corrective justice, for example, would differ substantially from those based on altering actors’ ex ante incentives to encourage socially optimal outcomes. Second, for which harms should victims be compensated? Many of solar geoengineering’s risks are indirect and socially mediated; whether and how harm from them could and should be compensated is unclear. Third, attributing a given harm to a particular solar geoengineering activity would be necessary yet challenging [226]. Attribution of extreme weather events to anthropogenic climate change remains at an early stage; that of solar geoengineering seems even more complex. Fourth, with which climatic baseline should solar
geoengineering’s effects be compared: a preindustrial one, one immediately prior to the activity, or the likely conditions in the absence of solar geoengineering [227]? This is complicated by the long lengths of time that might be involved. Fifth, who deserves compensation and blame [228]? A state or other actor that prefers an anthropogenically warmed climate could claim harm from solar geoengineering’s cooling effects. On the other side, a developing country that has low historical greenhouse gas emissions and is vulnerable to climate change might have deployed solar geoengineering and harmed high-emitting industrialized countries in the processes of safeguarding its essential interests. Compensation from the (poor) former to the (wealthy) latter seems wrong. Sixth, the amount of damages could be great enough that the deploying actor would be unable to pay, even if the solar geoengineering created larger welfare gains worldwide. This implies that other beneficiaries might need to contribute to any compensation. Finally, states – who would likely be the central actors – must consent to compensation, yet they are generally very reluctant to do so, much less to concede to international legal liability.

As implied, one possible basis for compensation is international law. Existing customary international law provides – at least in principle – that a state that has harmed another through an act contrary to international law should provide compensation. One legal rule that large-scale solar geoengineering could violate is states’ obligations of conduct to reduce significant transboundary risks [229, 230]. However, this and other existing international law of liability are unable to equitably and effectively compensate in the case of solar geoengineering [231]. Gareth Davies asserts that these legal inabilities might actually be for the better, because ‘Too much insight into the specific links between consumption, emission and land use in a particular area, on the one hand, and particular unpleasant weather events, on the other, could be politically destabilising,’ leading to numerous international liability claims for diverse human activities [151].

Other approaches involve establishing a dedicated international compensation mechanism for transboundary harm from solar geoengineering. The first such proposal was from Bidisha Banerjee, who suggests that researchers post environmental assurance bonds [157]. She notes her proposal’s limitations, especially the need to estimate an activity’s largest potential future harm. Drawing from ethical principles, Pak-Hang Wong and colleagues describe a general state-financed fund that would compensate victims of all climate-related harms, whether from
anthropogenic climate change or solar geoengineering [232]. Joshua Horton and colleagues (as well as others) make a similar recommendation, drawing from the legal regimes for nuclear accidents, space activities, and especially maritime oil spills [186, 233, 234]. Using an economic analysis of law, I also suggest an international compensation fund whose contributions would be based on some combination of states’ expected benefits from solar geoengineering, their net historical greenhouse gas emissions, and their ability to pay [235]. The deploying state(s) would be obligated to reimburse the compensation fund up to some limited amount if it (or they) acted contrary to international law and/or prevailing research standards.

More recently, Horton and Keith offer a somewhat different mechanism, in which deploying states offer insurance-like contracts to other states that claim to expect harm [236]. Pay-outs would occur if specified parametric climatic indices – most importantly, temperature and rainfall – differ significantly from specified historical ranges. If deployers’ beliefs about solar geoengineering’s effectiveness turn out to be correct, then climate risks will be reduced and pay-outs will not be triggered. In contrast, if concerned states’ expectations of harm are borne out, then they would be compensated. Some difficulties to this proposal remain. For example, if deploying countries needed to make many large pay-outs, then they might not have the financial assets to underwrite the scheme.

11. Conclusion

The dozen years during which the governance of solar geoengineering has been seriously discussed have produced a substantial corpus of knowledge, analyses, and proposals from scholars, public agencies, think tanks, and advocates. The more than 200 citations in this review attest to this. The publications have mapped the core concepts, opportunities, challenges, and governance gaps and have explored many of them – including the governance of research, operational decision-making regarding deployment, compensation, and intellectual property – fairly well. Nevertheless, even these issues have remaining questions and prospects for intellectual progress. I highlight here a handful of lines of inquiry that seem to warrant further emphasis.

First, state action in this space will likely remain largely absent in domestic and international policy-making arenas. For example, one interpretation of the recent failure of a
modest proposed UN Environment Assembly decision regarding geoengineering’s assessment and governance is that most states are unwilling to spend much political capital on moving the issue forward. Given this, the understanding of nonstate actors’ capacities and limitations to govern early-stage solar geoengineering activities should be refined. Which nonstate actors could most effectively, legitimately, and feasibly exert authority? Could this governance include a moratorium on large scale outdoor solar geoengineering activities? How could regulatory capture be prevented, and accountability and transparency ensured? What secondary roles could state and intergovernmental actors assume in nonstate governance, perhaps in order to facilitate its gradual legalization?

Second, research will likely proceed while solar geoengineering remains controversial. Some process of engaging with the public, nongovernmental organizations, public agencies, commercial actors, and others is necessary to identify and establish the contours of support, acceptability, and concerns. At the moment, the burden for this falls by default on the scientists who conduct early research. However, this not only seems inappropriate and inefficient, it could also cause each project or experiment to become a proxy debate on solar geoengineering as a whole. Which actors could and should lead public engagement processes, and how? What should the objectives be? In what ways should this undertaking be limited?

Third, if solar geoengineering research and development are scaled up, and certainly if it is implemented, commercial actors will play essential, growing roles in providing requisite goods and services. This will raise prospects – both legitimate and perceived – of undue influence in decision-making, conflicts of interest, inadequate transparency, lock-in, and profiting from a controversial practice. Intellectual property policy is one means to govern commercial actors. What other governance mechanisms could effectively leverage their capacities while avoiding the risks and pitfalls? The scholarship of regulating public procurement could offer some guidance.

Fourth, although the IPCC and its reports are remarkably influential in climate change policy-making, they have not directly assessed solar geoengineering’s capacities and limitations to reduce climate change and manage its risks. For example, the recent special report on 1.5°C warming explicitly excludes solar geoengineering from its central 1.5°C pathways, and its conclusion ‘with high agreement that [SAI] could limit warming to below 1.5°C’ – which otherwise appears out of reach without substantial warming ‘overshoot’ following by CDR at
very large scales – is buried in a box in chapter 4 [2]. Serious consideration of solar
goengineering would likely require integrating it into the IPCC’s leading scenarios, yet given its
low direct financial deployment costs, doing so in benefit-cost optimization or cost minimization
analyses would run the risk of unduly portraying the advantages of excessive reliance on it. How
the IPCC and other authoritative bodies could responsibly assess the opportunities, limitations,
and risks of solar geoengineering would itself arguably be a form of governance, one that remains
underexplored.

Finally, little writing has considered the governance needs and potential responses that
would arise subsequent to any solar geoengineering deployment. If undertaken, solar
geoengineering would be a complex, challenging, and in many ways novel human endeavour.
Although such explorations might seem premature, they could identify possible problematic
outcomes and undesirable situations that could be avoided with appropriate foresight and pre-
emptive action.
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